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Price's in Online Commercial Sex Ads

Social networks are the strongest predictors of gang violence.
Smaller gangs benefit from outside alliances and larger gangs benefit from keeping ties within;

payments for illegal activity.

compliance controls by setting up fake online businesses and storefronts to covertly process
how credit card transactions have increasingly become a conduit for money laundering.
The talk

Ecosystem

Through the Online Payment

Virtual Event: Transaction Laundering

enough about them to bail them out.
she discussed their stays in jail tended to be longer than that of other people, since few cared
some of the reasons the mentally ill plead guilty to crimes for which they are innocent. In addition,

Redlich, a Professor of Criminology, Law and Society at George Mason University, discussed

enforcement officers and citizens," Scott said of the project, still in its formative stages.
"We focused on examining variables that may contribute to negative interactions between law

Professor in the Department of Criminology, Law and Society along

researchers from Trinity Washington University

Vernon Scott, Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, and his team of

The CINA MSI Summer Research team from

guidance on summer project from FLETC

understand the Department's needs and to see over the horizon, and to all who contribute their
annual RFP in December 2020, we want to say thank you to all who continue to help us
submissions in the first three months of our

In 2019, CINA received 47 submissions to our annual RFP, and we have received eight
community.

provided by our advisory board members, and the active participation of the academic research
space from our many interactions with DHS components, scientific and domain expertise

our operation. Those thoughtful decisions rely on a deep understanding of the DHS problem
conceived with a clear purpose and strategic, thoughtful decisions over the first three years of
drive future transition activities.

to enter transition activities and a portfolio of other projects in various stages of maturity that will
impact. As we progress through our fourth year of operation, we have three projects preparing
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You're invited to submit articles, photos, videos, and story ideas to include in upcoming
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Virtual Event: Transaction Leadership and the Facilitation of Cybercrime Ecosystem

Register Now

Virtual Event: Social Outlaws – Misd Network Data Tells Us About Drugs

Register Now

Session Recap: "Finding Trafficking Networks in Online Commercial Sex Ads"
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Did you miss the September panel "Beyond 9/11- Homeland Security and Transnational Crime" Panel Discussion?

Learn more about the research
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Read more about the research
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